
TUS-A/ SECTION-A 

1. (a) f Afan f ar aa vrTfaufafea (aufr) srae1 frc , dn g 

Prove that Bohr hydrogen atom approaches classical conditions, when

n becomes very large and small quantum jumps are involvea 10 

(b) 

Find the probability current density for the wave function 

V(x t) = [Ae'P*/h + Be ipx/]e-ipt/2mh 

Interpret the result physically. 10 

(c) 

A blue lamp emits light of mean wavelength of 4500 Å. The rating of the lamp is 

150 W and its 8% of the energy appears as light. How many photons are 

emitted per second by the lamp? 10 

(d) 
20 cm sh d 

F y1 

f T41, Tasn = 1500 T3 sR FPTA I KH1 = 3:34x102 kg. 

In a certain cyclotron, the maximum radius that the path of a deuteron may have before it is deflected out of the magnetic field is 20 cm. 
(9 Calculate the velocity of the deuteron at this radius. 
(i) What is the energy of deuteron in MeV? 
Given, magnetic field = 1500 gauss and mass of deuteron = 3:34x10 kg. 10 

(e) H R 6 ATT (AeT)) va qAI zAHTA HAN: 3:57 A 3R 12 I * RA AATA iRI fR41 T1&, 3aTaPTA HI, N =6-023*104 (kg mol) The lattice parameter and the atomic mass of a diamond crystal are 3-57 A and 12, respectively. Calculate the density of the crystal. Given, Avogadro's number, N =6-023*104° (kg mol) 
10 
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2. (a) a V{x) =|EL 

A particle is described by the wave function y(x) = | ea/2, Calculate

Ax and Ap for the particle, and verify the uncertainty relation AxAp = 15 

(b) TuA3 =1 EE FAEA I EiYI ZÍgr fs A = 1. (b) 
Consider a Hermitian operator A with property A = 1. Show that A =1. 15 

(c) 

Write the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Explain the design 
and working of NMR, and write its important applications. 20 

3. (a)

Determine the normal Zeeman splitting of the cadmium red line of 6438 A, 
when the atoms are placed in a magnetic field of 0-009 T. 15 

Explain how the magnetic moments of atoms, the space quantization of 
angular momentum and the spin of electron are measured using Stern-Gerlach 

experiment. 15 

(c) 

If the z-component of an electron spin is +, what is the probability that its 

component along a direction z (forming an angle 0 with z-axis) is 

What is the average value of spin along z'? 20 

4. (a) 

T1&, =2:792847pN 3R =-1-9130424N 

Calculate in terms of the nuclear magneton, 4N the magnetic dipole of 3S state of deuteron. Given, moment 

p-2:7928474 N and 

n-1-913042uN. 15 
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(b) 

Write down the basic weak interaction processes in the nuclei. Also illustrate 

the beta decays of () neutron and (ti) proton. 
15 

Using the two-fluid model of a conductor (normal and superconducting and 

the Maxwell's equations, derive the two London equations of superconductivity. 
20 

IU-B/ SECTION-B 

=o*>0 

Vx)=0, x<0 

Vlx) 

Vo 

Write the wave functions for a particle on both sides of a step potential, for 

E>Vo 
Vx) =o *>0 

0, x<0D 

Vx) 

Vo 

Interpret the results physically. 10 

(b) 
Explain the Mössbauer effect. 10 

(c) 

3T 4R: 1-03*10 i a7 6-49*10 ai I 

Natural uranium found in the earth's crust contains the isotopes U and 

28 U in the atomic ratio 7:3x10 to 1. Assuming that at the time of formation 
these two isotopes were produced equally, estimate the time since formation. 
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Given that the mean lives of both the isotopes are 1-0310 years and 

649x10 years, respectively. 10 

5-25x10-13 m2 s I f1 I 8, Al FCC TTT ÅRTAA, a = 4-05 A. 

In an almost pure thick aluminium sheet, there are 0:19 atomic percent of 

copper at the surface and 18 atomic percent at a depth of 1-2 mm from the 

surface. Calculate the flux of the copper atoms from the surface at 550 °C, 

if the diffusion coeficient of copper in aluminium at this temperature is 

5-2510-13 m2 s Given, Al FCC with lattice parameter, a =4-05 A. 10 

(e) 
a7 Y 4-28 A dI 

Calculate the Hall coefficient of sodium based on the free electron model. 
10 Sodium has BCC structure and the side of the cube is 4-28 A. 

6. (a) 

Write down the Weizsäcker mass formula for the nuclear binding energy. Give 

short justification for each term of the formula. 20 

rare ? fHfrsa I F 3AA 1-1 ev ft T= 300 K R H5T (b) 

What is an intrinsic semiconductor? Intrinsic silicon has a band gap of 1:1 eV 
and yet at T= 300 K, the conductivity is non-zero. Explain. Comment, with the 

help of relevant expression, on the position of the Fermi level of an intrinsic 
semiconductor. 15 

(c) 

Consider an amplifier with an open-loop (no feedback) gain of A and a feedback 
factor B. Derive the expression for the gain with feedback, A. Derive the 
condition for the amplifier with feedback to act as an oscillator. Comment on 
the change in A, with a change in A. 15 

7. (a) 

Using the uncertainty principle Ax Ap2 estimate the ground state energy of a 

15 harmonic oscillator. 
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-+0Jm m-219«10 Jm0 uu4 am, P, du a 

Te enaal energy of a diatomic molecule in terms of the interatomic *yaring 

sen dy 
-A B 

U(R)= - + 

Rlo R2Rl0 

he = = 14410-3 Jm2 and B=2.19x10l3 Jm0. Calculate 

n spacing. R, and the dissociation energy. 

Caiclare he frequency of the electron in the first Bohr orbit of hydrogen atom 15 

Wh Zeman efsect? Explain Zeeman effect on the basis of classical electron 

15 

ey th main E1ions in the pp ehain leading nom hvdngen t hehum 
Giritstellar nurlensynthesis. Ala mention the net etet the 
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